














GALAXY DYNAMICS IN CLUSTERSCarlos S. Frenk1Department of Physics, University of DurhamSouth Road, Durham DH1 3LE EnglandAugust E. Evrard1Department of Physics, University of MichiganAnn Arbor, MI 48109-1120 USASimon D.M. White1Max-Planck-Institut fur AstrophysikKarl-Schwarzschild-Strasse 1, D-8046 Garching bei Munchen, GermanyF J SummersDepartment of Astrophysical SciencesPrinceton University, Princeton, NJ 08544 USAABSTRACTWe use high resolution simulations to study the formation and distribution ofgalaxies within a cluster which forms hierarchically. We follow both dark matter anda gas component which is subject to thermal pressure, shocks, and radiative cooling.Galaxy formation is identied with the dissipative collapse of the gas into cold, compactknots. We examine two extreme numerical representations of these galaxies duringsubsequent cluster evolution | one purely gaseous and the other purely stellar. Theresults are quite sensitive to this choice. Gas-galaxies merge eciently with a dominantcentral object which grows to contain more than half of the galactic mass withinthe cluster. Star-galaxies merge less frequently and produce a mass distribution forcluster members which is quite similar in shape to that for non-cluster galaxies. Thus,simulations in which galaxies remain gaseous appear to suer from an \overmerging"problem, but this problem is much less severe if the gas is allowed to turn into stars.We compare the kinematics of the galaxy population in these two representations tothe kinematics of dark halos and of the underlying dark matter distribution. Galaxiesin the stellar representation are positively biased (i.e., over-represented in the cluster)both by number and by mass fraction. Both representations predict the galaxies to bemore centrally concentrated than the dark matter, whereas the dark halo populationis more extended. A modest velocity bias also exists in both representations, withthe largest eect, gal=DM ' 0:7, found for the more massive star-galaxies. Phase1Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of California, Santa Barbara, Ca 93106-4030
{ 2 {diagrams show that the galaxy population has a substantial net inow in the gasrepresentation, while in the stellar case it is roughly in hydrostatic equilibrium. Virialmass estimators can underestimate the true cluster mass by up to a factor of 5 becauseof these various bias eects. The discrepancy is largest if only the most massivegalaxies are used, reecting signicant mass segregation. A binding energy analysissuggests that this segregation is primarily a result of dynamical friction. We discussthe relevance of these results both to real clusters and to the general problem ofsimulating the formation and clustering of galaxies. The incorporation of a realisticstar formation algorithm within future simulations will be the key to further progress.
{ 3 {1. IntroductionGalaxy clusters play a central role in cosmological studies. As the most massive nonlinearstructures in the present Universe, they have been used to estimate the mean cosmic mass densityand to constrain the nature of the dark matter. As young objects whose dynamical timescale is alarge fraction of the age of the Universe, they have been used to probe the initial conditions forstructure formation. Their evolution and present dynamical state are of considerable interest forstudies both of large-scale structure and of the formation and evolution of galaxies.Clusters are multicomponent systems in which dark matter, hot gas and galaxies evolve in atightly coupled way. Their study is perhaps best approached through direct numerical simulation,but such simulations must include the proper cosmological context for cluster formation, as wellas an appropriate representation of the three principal constituents and their interactions. In thispaper we use simulations to explore the physical processes which establish the multicomponentnature of clusters, the mechanisms which determine the nal distributions of the dierentcomponents, and the extent to which nonlinear dynamical eects may prejudice the use of clustersas cosmological tools.Simulations of cluster formation have gradually increased in complexity. Early N-bodystudies, beginning with Peebles (1970) and White (1976), concentrated on the collapse andrelaxation of the dark matter component and on possible segregation eects acting on the mostmassive galaxies. Later work considered how the structure of clusters is related to the cosmologicalcontext in which they form (Quinn, Salmon & Zurek 1986; West, Dekel & Oemler 1987; Evrard1987; White et al. 1988; Efstathiou et al. 1988; Frenk et al. 1990). Overdense regions separatefrom the general expansion, and the subsequent collapse destroys their clumpy initial structureto produce smooth, centrally concentrated congurations which are close to virial equilibrium.The nal density prole depends on the initial spectrum of density uctuations and on the meancosmic density (Crone, Evrard, & Richstone 1994). Incomplete relaxation at intermediate timescan result in substantial apparent substructure which may be used as an observational estimatorof the cosmic density parameter, 
 (Richstone, Loeb & Turner 1992; Kaumann & White 1993;Lacey & Cole 1993; Evrard et al. 1993).The next level of complexity in cluster simulations was achieved through the inclusion of acollisional component to represent the intracluster gas. In the rst such models hydrodynamicprocesses were included rather crudely by allowing inelastic collisions between gas particles(Carlberg 1988; Carlberg & Couchman 1989). Since large spatial and temporal variations indensity occur during cluster evolution, the \smooth particle hydrodynamics" technique proveswell suited to this problem. Simulations by Evrard (1990) and Thomas & Carlberg (1992) usingP3M/SPH codes, and simulations by Tsai, Bertschinger & Katz (1993) and by Navarro, Frenk &White (1995) using tree/SPH codes, showed that the collapse and shock heating of a nonradiativegas leads to an approximately isothermal equilibrium with a density distribution paralleling that ofthe dark matter. The X-ray emission produced by these models resembles that seen in real clusters,
{ 4 {but the predicted distributions of cluster properties do not seem to conform to observation. Forexample, the predicted correlation between X-ray luminosity and gas temperature is too at andevolution is in the opposite sense to that observed. The observed behaviour is much closer to thatpredicted for a nonradiative gas with xed central entropy (Kaiser 1991; Evrard & Henry 1991),suggesting that nongravitational processes, such as feedback from galactic winds (White 1991;Metzler & Evrard 1994), have played a signicant role in the evolution of the intracluster medium.Of course, radiative cooling is observed to play an important role in the inner regions of manyclusters (e.g., Fabian, Nulsen & Canizares 1994).Neither N-body nor nonradiative SPH simulations treat processes related to the presence ofgalaxies in clusters. Although visible stars represent a negligible fraction of the total cluster mass(and only a small fraction of the directly observed mass, e.g., White et al. 1993), it is evidentthat such processes should be included in any realistic cluster model. Some attempts have beenmade to study the eects of biased galaxy formation, dynamical friction, galaxy mergers andmetal enrichment, either by inserting heavy \galaxy particles" by hand into the initial conditions(Evrard 1987; West & Richstone 1988) or by identifying their initial locations with high peaksof the linear overdensity eld (White et al. 1986; Metzler & Evrard 1994). These calculationsprovide useful dynamical insights but they sidestep many issues concerning how galaxy and clusterformation are coupled. To address these questions, it is necessary to include additional processessuch as gas cooling in a more explicit way. This is most directly done by carrying out muchlarger simulations which have sucient dynamic range to follow both the collapse of the clustermaterial and the dissipative and collisional processes which regulate the formation and evolution ofgalaxies. Such simulations were carried out using the \sticky particle" treatment of gas dynamicsby Carlberg (1988). It is now possible to attack the same problem with the much better treatmentof hydrodynamics allowed by SPH. Such an investigation is the subject of this paper.So far only a few cosmological N-body/SPH simulations have been published which includethe eects of radiative cooling. The rst was used by Carlberg, Couchman & Thomas (1990)to establish the concept of velocity bias. Katz, Hernquist & Weinberg (1992) explored galaxyformation in their study of evolution within a randomly chosen cubic region, 22 Mpc2 on a side,in a universe dominated by cold dark matter (CDM). Working with 65; 536 particles and a gasparticle mass of 1:2  109M, they showed that cooling of high density gas within dark matterhalos led to the formation of tightly bound gas clumps which they identied with galaxies. Thelargest galaxy group in this simulation had 13 members with positions and velocities biased insuch a way that a standard virial analysis underestimated the true group mass by a factor ofabout three.Evrard, Summers & Davis (1994) used 524; 288 particles and a gas particle mass of 1:1 108to simulate the evolution of a 16 Mpc cube within a CDM universe, and chose their box toenclose the expected formation site of a poor group. At their nal time (which corresponded to2We write Hubble's constant as H0 = 100h 1 Mpc and, unless otherwise stated, we take h = 0:5.
{ 5 {z = 1), they found 26 \galaxy-like objects" in the central cluster. Again a standard virial analysissubstantially underestimated the mass. Together with the simulation of Katz et al (1992), a lowerresolution simulation by Katz and White (1994), and the \sticky particle" simulations of Carlberg& Couchman (1989), this work illustrates how cooling results in the formation of dense gas clumpswhich can survive the disruption of their halos within clusters. Thus, it supports the originalconjecture of White & Rees (1978) that dissipative eects within hierarchical clustering theoriescan explain the existence of virialised clusters containing many distinct galaxies.An alternative approach to simulating the dynamics of gas in a cosmological context is beingpursued by several groups (e.g., Cen & Ostriker 1992a,b; Roettinger, Burns & Loken 1993; Kanget al. 1994; Bryan et al. 1994). This work uses nite dierence techniques to follow the dynamicsof a uid which can undergo radiative heating and cooling and can form stars. Such grid-basedmethods are particularly useful for studying the large-scale gas distribution and for followingdynamical eects in the neighborhood of shocks. However, the schemes used so far have hadinsucient resolution to follow the details of cluster formation in a proper cosmological context orto simulate the formation and clustering of galaxies.In this paper, we discuss results from new P3MSPH simulations which have a number offeatures in common with the model of Evrard et al. (1994). Like these authors, we follow theevolution of an initially overdense region, although our volume is larger and our initial conditionsare generated in a dierent way. We concentrate on the dynamics of the galaxy population withinthe cluster, and we investigate how its apparent kinematic state depends on the way in which it ismodelled. In particular, we compare results for two extreme cases, one where no star formationoccurs in the cold dense clumps which are taken to represent galaxies, and the other where theseclumps are turned into stars at an epoch well before cluster collapse. The dierences betweenthese two treatments turn out to be large. In examining these two extreme possibilities, weare motivated by the need to understand the behavior of the simulation techniques in relativelysimple physical situations, as a prerequisite for including more complex phenomena such as starformation and the associated feedback processes. It turns out that even our simplied treatmentprovides some useful insights into the dynamical evolution of clusters.The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In x2 we describe our simulation techniquesand our procedure for generating initial conditions. In x3 we present an overview of the dynamicalevolution of the cluster, including images to illustrate its global properties. In x4 we discuss theorbits and merger rates of the galaxies that form in our simulations. In x5 we analyse the evolutionof the binding energy of galaxies and cluster dark matter and use this as a tool to understandthe physical origin of various biases present in the cluster populations. In x6 we quantify theabundance of galaxies in the simulation and the eciency of galaxy formation inside and outsidethe cluster. In x7 we investigate the structure, dynamics and equilibrium of the cluster galaxypopulation, the accuracy of virial mass estimates, and the implications for estimates of the meancosmic density. Our paper concludes with a discussion of the main results in x8.
{ 6 {2. The SimulationsWe use the P3MSPH code described by Evrard (1988; see also Efstathiou et al. 1985 andSummers, 1993) to model the evolution of 524288 particles. Half of them interact only throughgravity and represent the dark matter and half of them experience both gravity and hydrodynamicforces and represent the gas. The gas is able to undergo adiabatic compression, shocks (as a resultof an articial viscosity term included in the hydrodynamic equations) and can cool radiatively, ata rate which depends on density and temperature according to the cooling function appropriateto an optically thin plasma of primordial composition in collisional ionization equilibrium.(The cooling function includes the eects of thermal bremsstrahlung, radiative recombination,dielectronic recombination and line emission, but not of heating by photoionization. This may beimportant on scales smaller than those we can resolve in our simulations (Efstathiou 1992)). Thegas dynamic simulations described below were carried out using the Cray YMP8 at the San DiegoSupercomputer Center and took roughly 150 hours of CPU time each.2.1. Initial Conditions and Numerical ParametersOur procedure for laying down initial conditions, designed to extend the dynamic rangeaccessible to a single cosmological calculation, imposes a cluster perturbation in two basic steps.First, we identify a suitable cluster in an N-body simulation of a large region containing manyclusters, in this case one of the simulations described by Frenk et al. (1990). These followedthe evolution of 262144 dark matter particles in a box 360 Mpc on a side, assuming standardCDM initial conditions (
 = 1, h = 0:5 and normalization at 8h 1 Mpc, 8 = 0:59). The chosencluster had a one-dimensional velocity dispersion of 800 km s 1 and a \turnaround radius" of 12 Mpc. The displacements due to large-scale waves in the initial conditions were replicatedin a smaller box, of comoving size 45 Mpc, centered on the cluster and loaded with 262144 darkmatter particles on a 1283 grid. The second step perturbs this particle distribution with additionalwaves chosen to represent the CDM power spectrum between the original resolution limit andthe Nyquist frequency of the new particle grid. The resulting displacement distribution is thenapodized with a cosine bell in order to avoid discontinuities at the periodic boundaries of the box.(This last step modies the initial displacements of particles within 1.5 comoving Mpc of the boxboundary). The resulting initial conditions have a mass resolution about 20 times better than theoriginal simulation. Initial velocities were assigned according to the Zel'dovich approximation inthe manner described by Efstathiou et al. (1985). Evolving this dark matter conguration with aP3M code produced a cluster similar to the original one but with additional substructure due tothe extra high frequency waves.Ten percent of the mass of each dark mass particle was then removed and placed in asuperposed gas particle with identical position and velocity, and a temperature of 104K. This leadsto a simulation with 
b = 0:1. In our rst simulation, a xed comoving gravitational softening
{ 7 {parameter  = 35 kpc was used with a Plummer potential, (r)  (r2+ 2) 1=2. Within P3MSPH,the SPH smoothing parameter, h, is never allowed to fall below 0:5 while its upper limit is set bythe size of the P3M chaining mesh. This results in an eective spatial resolution in the densestregions of ' 2. The simulation was evolved from redshift zi = 12:4 to the present over 700 equallyspaced timesteps. 2.2. Resolution EectsThis rst experiment failed to produce an appreciable number of galaxies. By redshiftz = 0:18, when the simulation was stopped, gas had been able to cool onto only four distinctobjects containing 32 or more particles and with density contrast  106. We interpret thisdeciency of galactic size objects as a result of inadequate mass resolution. Each gas particle inthis model has a mass of 2:4 109 M, a factor 24 larger than the corresponding mass in theexperiment of Evrard et al. (1994). An L galaxy would be resolved by a clump of only a few tensof particles, right at the resolution limit of the experiment. Real clusters of this mass containroughly 50 L galaxies. Since analytic work by Kaumann et al. (1993) shows that the kind ofCDM model we are studying should produce approximately the right number of such galaxies, theproblem would appear to be that the gas associated with small dark matter clumps is unable tocool as eciently as expected.To check this hypothesis, we ran a second simulation using the same initial displacementsand velocities, but scaling the box size down by a factor of 2 (to 22.5 Mpc) and rescaling all otherphysical quantities appropriately. The mass of an individual gas particle then becomes 3  108M, the gravitational softening becomes  = 17:5 kpc, and an L galaxy is represented by a knotof about 350 gas particles. In the absence of radiative cooling the evolution of the two simulationswould be identical. However, the rescaling leads to a reduction of a factor of 4 in the temperatureof all collapsed objects and this, in turn, leads to a substantial reduction in the cooling time ofthe gas in the rst objects which form. As a result this second simulation (hereafter referred to asthe \gas" simulation) produced a few hundred dense, cold objects of galactic mass (the \globs" ofEvrard et al. 1994). Notice that this test proves that the lack of galaxies in the rst model is aresult of inecient cooling of objects rather than of any inability to represent their formation inour SPH scheme. Examination of Figure 1 below suggests that the diculty reects the fact thatobjects made up of only a few tens of particles tend to be signicantly less concentrated in the gascomponent than in the dark matter whereas studies of individual objects carried out with muchhigher resolution suggest that the cooled gas should, if anything, be more concentrated.While this rescaling provides a clean test of the source of the problem in our original modeland leads to a nal cluster with a large enough population of galaxies for its properties to bestudied in detail, it is dicult to place the new model in a plausible cosmological context. Afterrescaling, the linear power spectrum at the nal time corresponds roughly to that of a CDMuniverse with 8  0:3. As a result, the formation history of the cluster is rather atypical of those
{ 8 {expected for clusters with a velocity dispersion of 400 km/s in a more standard CDM universe(e.g., 8 = 0:6). In particular, the precursor structures to the cluster (including the galaxies)form and merge signicantly later than in more standard models. In what follows we stick to therescaled variables when analysing this simulation and the star-galaxy simulation derived fromit (see below). However, it is worth noting that another valid interpretation is to retain theoriginal scaling and to argue that the second model compensates for the suppression of coolingby resolution eects in an ad hoc way by calculating a cooling time for each particle using atemperature which is one quarter of the true value. In this interpretation all sizes and velocitiesquoted in the rest of the paper should be doubled, all temperatures should be quadrupled, and allmasses should be multiplied by 8. Densities, times and redshifts are unaected.2.3. Dynamical Treatment of the Galaxy PopulationThe main aim of this paper is to investigate whether gas dynamical simulations can producerealistic cluster models. Real galaxies are, of course, made predominantly of stars rather than ofcold gas. We therefore designed an experiment to test the dynamical consequences of neglectingstar formation. At a redshift of 0.7, well before the collapse of the main cluster but well after asignicant amount of gas has condensed into cool clumps, we identied candidate galaxies by usinga friends-of-friends grouping algorithm on the gas particles (Davis et al. 1985). We adopted alinking length which was only 1.7% of the mean interparticle separation, and so identied objectsat very high density contrast ( 105). All the gas particles in groups with 32 or more memberswere instantaneously converted into collisionless \star" particles. All the remaining gas wasremoved and the mass associated with it was distributed uniformly among nearby dark matterparticles. The resulting distribution of \stars" and dark matter was evolved from z = 0:7 to z = 0with a collisionless P3M code. We will refer to this calculation as the \star" simulation and tocollapsed objects containing stars as \S-gals" to distinguish them from the purely gaseous objectsin the original simulation which we refer to as \G-gals."In the analysis of the later evolution of both these simulations, we dene galaxies by using thegroup nder on the appropriate particle distribution, with a linking length of (1+ z)% of the meaninterparticle separation. This procedure picks out regions which lie above a xed physical densitythreshold of roughly 0:5cm 3. The procedure is identical to that used by Evrard et al. (1994).3. Overview of the SimulationsFigure 1 shows the distribution of dark matter (left panels) and gas (right panels) in a slicewith sides one half and thickness one{tenth that of the total volume in the \gas" simulation. Threedierent epochs are shown, corresponding to redshifts z = 2; 0:7 and 0. Both the dark matter andthe gas fall coherently onto the central density enhancement. The ow is highly inhomogenous
{ 9 {and a complex lamentary pattern, converging at the centre, is clearly visible. In spite of thesehigh contrast features, the ow is never highly anisotropic: as we shall see below, the particlesthat end up in the cluster come from a roughly spherical initial region. At z = 0:7, several largesubcondensations have formed. These all merge by z = 0, but even then the cluster does not yetappear fully relaxed. As the large subclumps come together, their dark matter interpenetrates,but their gas is shocked. Energy is transferred during the collision, both from the dark matter tothe hot gas (Navarro & White 1994; Pearce,Thomas & Couchman 1994) and from the cold to hotphases of the gas itself due to viscous braking of infalling G-gals. As a result, the hot gas ends upbeing slightly more extended than the dark matter. Because of its (isotropic) pressure support,the gas also has a rounder conguration. Notice that the dense clumps of cold gas, while present,are not readily visible in Fig. 1 due to their extremely small volume lling factor.3.1. The Assembly of the Cluster MaterialOur working denition of the cluster is the material within a sphere of radius 2 Mpc centeredon the largest dark matter clump at z = 0. The mean mass density contrast within this sphere is 110. Although this is slightly larger than the ducial cluster radius (within which = = 180)we shall see in x6 below that some material which has passed through the cluster center liesbeyond 2 Mpc. Clusters have no well dened edge in a cosmological setting, so any measure ofsize is, to some degree, arbitrary.Figure 2 illustrates the time evolution of the material that ends up in the body of the cluster.Distributions of dark matter, hot gas (T > 3  106K), cool gas (T < 3  106K), G-gals, andS-gals are plotted. Time runs from left to right and the six epochs shown correspond to redshiftsz = 2; 1; 0:7; 0:3; 0:1 and 0 respectively. The cluster is assembled in a very lumpy fashion. Thelarge subcondensations seen at early times in Figure 1 fall together and are disrupted betweenz = 0:3 and z = 0:1, producing a diuse dark matter background containing smaller, high contrastlumps. By z = 0:1, most of the large lumps have disappeared, but a few smaller dark matter halosstill survive. By z = 0, the dark matter distribution is smooth and centrally concentrated, andmost of the remaining galactic halos lie in the periphery of the cluster.At early times, the gas is (by assumption) cold, and so it clusters with the dark matter. Assoon as dark matter halos form which are suciently large to be resolved by the SPH technique,their associated gas falls to halo center where it settles into a cold, centrifugally supported disk(Evrard et al. 1994). During such collapses some of the gas is shock-heated to form smooth hotcoronae. The largest of these (those associated with dark matter clumps with virial temperaturesabove 3  106K) may be seen in Figure 2b. As the cluster grows, an increasing fraction of thecold gas collects in small nonlinear clumps, but much remains diuse or in hot coronae and thesecomponents merge until, by the present day, most of the gas in the cluster is in a hot rareedatmosphere near hydrostatic equilibrium and with no appreciable substructure.
{ 10 {The rst G-gals form before z = 2 and their abundance grows rapidly so that by z = 0:7,when large precluster condensations are collapsing, there is already a sizeable population of them.It is at this time that we turn G-gals into S-gals in the \star run." The subsequent evolution of thegalaxy populations in the two runs is rather dierent. The G-gals experience viscous interactionsand their collisions are sticky. As a result, they tend to merge into a single massive object at thecenter of the cluster which eventually contains almost half the cold gas in the cluster. OccasionallyG-gals are removed from their halos and disrupted as they fall through the hot gas. An exampleof this process can be seen near the top left-hand corner of the z = 0 panel of Figure 2c. Highspeed collisions between G-gals in the central regions of the cluster also lead to the disruption of asignicant number of systems { more than 30% of the mass in cluster G-gals is lost to the diusemedium in this way between z = 0:3 and the end of the simulation. In Sections 4 to 6 below wecompare how the G- and S-gal populations evolve, and we compare both to the population of darkhalos.Further details of the evolution of the hot gas are illustrated in Figure 3. The rst threecolumns show contour diagrams of the projected dark matter distribution, gas density and gastemperature within a physical region of size 3:3 Mpc. The last column shows contour mapsof X{ray luminosity in the ROSAT passband (0:5   2:4 keV) obtained from the density andtemperature of the gas in the manner described by Evrard (1990). These X-ray images are whata hypothetical satellite would see if situated a xed distance of 180 Mpc (corresponding to aneective source|observer redshift of 0:03) from the cluster at all epochs. The epochs showncorrespond to redshifts of 0.7, 0.3, 0.1 and 0.03. Qualitatively, the evolution of the gas distributionresembles that of the dark matter, but shocks lead to transient features in the gas which arevisible in the density and temperature plots. Note how the gas is compressed and heated at theinterface of the two large merging subunits at z = 0:3, producing a stream of hot, diuse gaswhich squirts in the direction perpendicular to the axis of the collision. At z = 0 the gas near thecenter remains quite inhomogeneous as it cools and sloshes around in the varying gravitationalpotential. The rapid decline in the population of small dark matter halos is easily seen in theprojected mass distribution. Note that by z = 0:03 very few such halos remain, most of those inthe outskirts of the cluster. The largest G-gals show up in the density and temperature plots asdense condensations of low entropy gas. Small galaxies are not resolved in this projected image.The X-ray images of Figure 3 clearly illustrate the dynamically complex nature of clusterformation. At z = 0:7, the cluster is broken up into several distinct subunits with a wide range ofsizes. Cooling is important in the smaller knots which appear more centrally concentrated thanthe two dominant components. A few tightly bound subunits of high surface brightness surviveat z = 0:3, when the central region of the cluster shows a clear double structure. By z = 0:1,the X-ray isophotes are still irregular and have the \boxy" appearance characteristic of a majorongoing merger. A bright subclump infalls into the central regions from the lower right. Note thefactor of  2 drop in the projected temperature map across the interface between the main bodyof the cluster and the subclump. By z = 0:03, this subclump has merged with the main cluster
{ 11 {and the X-ray appearance of the cluster is fairly regular, with outer isophotes somewhat elongatedalong the principal collision axis. At z = 0:03, the total X-ray luminosity (in the ROSAT band)emitted by the region shown is 6:6 1043 erg s 1 (4:9 1044 erg s 1 if the simulation is rescaledto the original 45 Mpc box size).4. Galactic Orbits and Merger HistoryThe dierences in the abundance and nal distributions of G-gals and S-gals apparent inFigure 2 reect the dierent dynamical behavior of these two types of objects. Since the masses,positions and velocities of G- and S-gals are identical at z = 0:7, dierences in their interactionswith each other and with the intracluster medium must give rise to their divergent evolution.The orbits of the 16 most massive G- and S-gals are plotted in Figure 4. To trace the orbits, themembership lists of groups at successive outputs are compared, and a group at the later time isidentied with one at the earlier time if more than half of the latter's members are included inthe former. The time interval between outputs is approximately 2 108 yr. The positions of thecenter of mass are plotted as dots in the gure; the cross marks the position of the centre of thecluster at z = 0. The number in each panel gives the mass rank of the object at z = 0:7. Gaps inthe ranks arise from objects which lie outside the body of the cluster. Notice that several of theorbits plotted are identical at later times as a result of merging of the objects considered.The orbits of the G-gals and S-gals are dierent, though the degree of dierence depends onmass. Both types of object have predominantly radial orbits, but as they approach the centralfew hundred kiloparsecs, their trajectories diverge. G-gals experience a viscous interaction withthe intracluster medium and dissipative collisions with each other. Most of them do not re-emergefrom the cluster core after their rst pericentric passage, and they often merge with the centralgaseous object. The S-gals, on the other hand, do generally pass through the cluster core, andseveral of them survive several pericentric passages. Nevertheless, even the S-gals nish relativelyfew orbits; the crossing time of the present-day cluster at 2 Mpc, tc = R3=2(2GM) 1=2  6 109yrs, is comparable to the time elapsed since z = 0:7. The overall impression from these plots isnot one of an old, relaxed system of galaxies swarming around in a xed cluster potential, butrather one of a young and dynamically evolving system.A possible concern is that numerical eects might articially enhance the viscous drag onG-gals. Order of magnitude estimates and explicit numerical tests show that viscous drag againstthe diuse gas should not be important in the outer cluster. In Figure 5 we plot the time evolutionof the distance between a G-gal or its corresponding S-gal and the current position of the mostmassive G-gal. The latter marks the density center of the gas run. Galaxies follow similartrajectories in the two runs until they rst pass near the cluster center. Thus the braking of G-galsappears to take place in the inner few hundred kiloparsecs, where the gas density in the hot phaseis high ( 0:01cm 3) and where other G-gals occupy a substantial fraction of the volume. In mostcases the orbits diverge rapidly as they pass through the central region. In several instances (e.g.,
{ 12 {objects 11, 14 and 23), the G-gal is left behind near the center while the S-gal continues along anorbit which takes it back to a radius  1 Mpc. In other cases the S-gal remains on an orbit a fewhundred kiloparsecs from cluster center while its G-gal counterpart merges with the central galaxy.As a result the nal dominant objects in the centers of the two runs are very dierent. Figure 6displays their merger histories, generated by linking groups from one time to the previous one; atime reversal of the procedure used to generate Figure 4. At z = 0:7, there are 24 objects whichultimately merge to form the dominant G-gal. In contrast, the largest S-gal forms from a singlemerger between two nearly equal mass objects whose relative orbit decays gradually over  2:5billion years.To illustrate the dramatic consequences of these eects for the nal appearance of the cluster,Figure 7 shows an image of the central 2.25 Mpc region for each representation of the galaxies. Inthese plots the circle marking each galaxy has an area proportional to its mass. The largest G-galdominates the \light" of the cluster and lies smack on the cluster center. The largest S-gal is notnearly so dominant and it lies about 200 kpc away from the projected cluster center. This gureclearly shows how the G-gals end up in a much more compact conguration than the S-gals.To summarize, most G-gals which traverse the cluster core merge into the central object,whereas S-gals typically survive much longer and rarely merge. Thus previous SPH simulationswhich identied galaxies as cold, dense gas knots (e.g., Carlberg et al. 1990; Katz et al. 1992;Evrard et al. 1994) are unlikely to provide an acceptable description of the masses or of theclustering of galaxies. Our transformation of G-gals into S-gals is clearly too ad hoc to beconsidered a realistic model for galaxy formation; a reliable derivation of the masses and clusteringof galaxies will require a much more careful treatment of galaxy formation than has beenattempted by us (or by anyone else) so far.5. Binding Energy AnalysisFurther clarication of the physical processes that induce dierences between the distributionsof G-gals, S-gals and dark matter halos can be obtained by tracking the evolution of their orbitalbinding energy. A variety of factors aect this energy. For example, in the \high peak model"galaxies are predicted to form more eciently than average in protocluster regions and so may beborn with systematically greater binding energy than random dark matter particles (Kaiser 1984,Davis et al. 1985, Bardeen et al. 1986). Later dynamical processes can impose additional biases.For example, dynamical friction causes massive galaxies to lose energy to the dark matter andto sink towards the cluster center, while galaxy merging can reduce the total number of galaxiesand increase their luminosity. Dierences present at early times may reasonably be ascribed tostatistical \high peak" biases, whereas dierences produced during and after cluster collapse mustbe of dynamical origin.We calculate binding energies by convolving the mass distribution with a Plummer potential
{ 13 {evaluated on a 1283 mesh with a softening value of 0.225 Mpc. The potential at the position ofeach particle is then obtained by cloud-in-cell interpolation, and its binding energy is estimated byadding its specic kinetic energy. This procedure smooths over the contributions to the bindingenergy from very small-scale structures, allowing us to examine biases in the large{scale clusterpotential.Distributions of specic binding energy for \cluster particles" (i.e., particles which lie within2 Mpc of the cluster center at z = 0) are plotted for several dierent epochs in Figure 8. (Thebinding energy is given in arbitrary units and is negative for bound particles.) The left-hand panelcompares the binding energy of the dark matter to that of the S-gals, while the right-hand panelcompares the binding energies of the G-gals and S-gals. (Only G- and S-gals with N  32 wereconsidered; note that the G-gal and S-gal histograms are mass-weighted.) The collapse of thecluster is manifest in the dark matter plot as the rapid decrease in binding energy between z = 0:7and z = 0:3. After this time, the potential well of the cluster continues to deepen but at a slowerrate. The evolution of the binding energies of the S-gal and G-gal populations are qualitativelysimilar to this. However, already at z = 0:7, the binding energy distributions of these populationsare biased towards more negative values than that of the dark matter. Since at this epoch thecluster has not yet collapsed, this bias may be interpreted as a property of the \initial conditions".Note that this is not a negligible eect. At the median of the distributions, the dierence inbinding energies between dark matter and S-gals at z = 0:7 is about 12%, compared to about 25%at z = 0.By construction, the binding energy distributions of the G-gal and S-gal populations(right-hand panel of Figure 8) are almost identical at z = 0:7. (The small dierence reects thefact that there are a few S-gals which lie just outside 2 Mpc at z = 0 while their G-gal counterpartsare just inside.) The collapse of the cluster at z ' 0:3 aects the two populations in a similar way,but by z = 0 the population of G-gals is considerably more tightly bound than the population ofS-gals. This reects the energy losses experienced by the G-gals through viscous interactions andleads to their more centrally concentrated distribution relative to the S-gals as discussed above inSection 4.It is instructive to examine in some detail the origin of the dierences between the bindingenergies of the dark matter and collapsed clumps. Particularly revealing are the trajectories, inbinding energy space, of dark matter particles and individual clumps of similar initial bindingenergy. Figure 9 compares the binding energies at two dierent epochs of a randomly chosen subsetof cluster dark matter particles. (The curves are logarithmically spaced isodensity contours andwill be discussed below.) The top panel shows how the binding energies change between z = 0:7and z = 0:3, the interval during which much of the cluster is assembled, but the evolution isrelatively mild. The binding energies at these two epochs are well correlated, but with considerablescatter. Infalling material shows up as a cloud of points in the top right-hand corner of thediagram. The bottom panel of Figure 9 shows how the dark matter binding energy changes overthe entire redshift range, z = 0:7 to z = 0. There are only minor dierences between this and
{ 14 {the top diagram, reecting our earlier conclusion that the overall cluster potential evolves littlebetween z = 0:3 and z = 0, even though major subcluster units are merging during this interval.Figure 10 contrasts the evolution of the dark matter with that of the G-gals and S-gals.All cluster particles which are members of a \galaxy" at both the plotted redshifts as well as atz = 0 are shown, while the dark matter is represented by the isodensity contours from Figure 9.The galaxies appear as distinct clumps. Clumps corresponding to galaxies that merge during theinterval considered line up at a xed binding energy at the later redshift. Many galaxy clumpsare stretched in the vertical direction. In the case of the S-gals, this reects heating by tidal and2-body eects between z = 0:7, when the cold gas was converted to stars, and the later epochwhen the clumps are examined again. In the case of the G-gals, vertical stretching reects a recentmerger which has temporarily led to a substantial increase in the random motions of gas particleswithin the merging clumps.At z = 0:7, the distributions of S-gals and G-gals in Figure 10 are slightly shifted to the leftrelative to the dark matter distribution, reecting the \initial" bias seen in Figure 8. Betweenz = 0:7 and z = 0:3, the G- and S-gals behave roughly like the dark matter, but there are someinteresting dierences of detail. For example, the G-gals become more distended than the S-galsprimarily because they undergo more mergers. (A notable exception is the most massive S-galwhich has a large velocity dispersion both at 0.3 and at 0.0 and so a large vertical extent in theplots.) In addition, by z = 0:3 a number of mergers of G-gals are apparent which have no S-galcounterparts.The lower panels of Figure 10, which compare binding energies at z = 0:7 and at z = 0, revealquite dramatic dierences among the three components. Material which had the same bindingenergy at z = 0:7 can end up with an entirely dierent binding energy at z = 0, depending onwhether it is dark matter, an S-gal, or a G-gal. The segregation relative to the dark matter ismuch greater for the G-gals than for the S-gals, but even the S-gals show a marked tendency forthe largest clumps to end up near the center of the potential well. Virtually all the G-gals whichsurvive until z = 0 have merged into two dominant objects; the only other surviving objects wereloosely bound initially and are currently falling in for the rst time (see Figure 18 below). TheS-gals are spread over a larger range of binding energy at z = 0 than the G-gals, but also showa marked decit of moderately bound members compared to the dark matter. The distributionsof G-gals, S-gals and dark matter are similar in the outer parts of the cluster where the ridgeline of accreting objects is visible in all three components. These plots suggest that most of thesegregation between massive clumps and dark matter occurs after z = 0:3, when much of thecluster material is already in place.These diverging evolutionary trajectories presumably reect the dierent interactions towhich the three components are subject. S-gals experience only gravity, but their relatively highmass causes them to lose energy to the diuse dark matter background. It seems appropriate torefer to this mechanism as dynamical friction even though the transfer of energy between thepopulations in a lumpy and rapidly changing environment does not conform to the standard
{ 15 {picture in which a massive object gradually spirals to the center of a quasistatic potential well.The stronger biases apparent for the more massive S-gals (see Table 3) favor this interpretation,since dynamical friction should increase linearly with galaxy mass. The G-gals also experiencedynamical friction, but their evolution is further inuenced by the viscous eects which enhancethe tendencies towards merging and gravitational settling. These processes combine with the biaspresent before collapse to produce the strong mass segregation seen in Figure 7 and an associatedvelocity bias which we discuss in Section 7 below. As we shall see, these biases cause a standardvirial analysis to substantially underestimate the mass of the cluster.6. Galaxy Formation EciencyIn this section, we examine how the cluster environment aects the abundance of galaxiesand their mass distribution. In hierarchical models, the abundance of objects of a given mass isdetermined by competition between the formation of new objects and the destruction of existingones as the merging hierarchy builds up. Since the rates of these processes depend on thelarge-scale environment, one might expect the characteristics of galaxies inside and outside ofclusters to dier.At each epoch, we identify G-gals or S-gals through the procedure described in Section 2.3,i.e., by using a friends-of-friends grouping algorithm with linking length  = 0:01(1 + z). Wealso examine dark matter halos, but we identify them in a slightly dierent manner. Lackingdissipation, the dark matter does not achieve the high density contrasts seen in the baryons.At z = 0, for example, only the center of the main cluster is found with a linking parameter = 0:01 for the dark matter, while there are nearly 200 G-gals found with 32 or more particles.We therefore identify dark halos with a redshift{independent linking length equal to 5% of themean interparticle separation. This picks out objects at a xed density contrast of roughly 8000.The distribution of dark matter halos at various redshifts is shown in Figure 2(f). This may becompared to the corresponding distributions of G-gals and S-gals, also plotted in Figure 2.Note that the number of dark matter halos associated with the cluster is quite sensitive to thechoice of linking parameter, but the number of G- and S-gals is not. The latter all have very highdensity contrast and are easily picked out by the group nder. Substructure in the dark matter,on the other hand, spans a wide range of density contrasts and so dierent populations are pickedout by dierent values of . For the simulation as a whole, our choice of  = 0:05 yields a massfraction in dark halos with 32 or more particles which is similar to the fraction of the gas in theform of G-gals.
{ 16 {6.1. Number Density and Mass Fraction of Collapsed ObjectsFigure 11 shows the number of objects as a function of redshift, both in the entire volume andin the cluster material. As discussed in Section 3.1, we dene cluster objects to be those made upof particles which, at z = 0, are contained within a sphere of radius 2 Mpc centred on the largestdark matter condensation. Complementary information is provided by the plot in Figure 12 whichshows the evolution of the cumulative mass fraction in collapsed objects. For cluster material, weuse a Lagrangian denition of the mass fraction:f(z) = PNiNmin Ni(z)NDM ; (1)where Ni(z) is the number of particles in objects identied at redshift z from material taggedwithin 2 Mpc of the cluster at the present epoch. The normalization constant, NDM , is thenumber of dark matter particles within the cluster at z = 0; for the gas run, NDM = 85018, whilefor the star run, NDM = 83836. Three dierent mass ranges are shown in each plot, correspondingto particle numbers, N  32, 128 and 512.The G-gal and S-gal populations are identical at z = 0:7, by construction. (The slightlydierent number of G- and S-gals at z = 0:7 in the cluster panel of Figure 11b is an edge eect.For the reasons discussed in Section 4, a few S-gals pass through the cluster center and end upon orbits stretching beyond 2 Mpc, whereas their G-gal counterparts lie within the 2 Mpc cutoat z = 0.) After z = 0:7 new halos and G-gals can form by collapse and, for the latter, by gascooling, but these processes are only important outside the body of the main cluster. In thevolume as a whole the number of resolved G-gals grows by  20% to a peak of 240 at z = 0:3before declining again. This decline is due to the rapid merging of objects in the cluster, wherethe number of G-gals with 32 or more particles drops by a factor 3 between z = 0:7 and thepresent. As we have seen this merging produces a a large, central galaxy containing over 50% ofthe galactic mass of the cluster. The importance of mergers is also obvious as an increase in themass fraction contained in the heaviest G-gals in the cluster (central panel of Figure 12b.) Thedrop in the cumulative mass fraction at the resolution limit ( 32 particles) indicates that  30%of the G-gal material is lost as tidal or collisional debris, and that little new material is added tothe cluster galaxies by cooling. By the present epoch, 12% of the total gas mass resides in G-gals.Since no new low-mass S-gals can form after z = 0:7, their total numbers can only declinethrough merging and tidal disruption. The merging of S-gals is much less ecient than that ofthe G-gals. The most massive S-gals form exclusively in the cluster and the number of objectswith more than 512 particles grows from one initially to a maximum of three before dropping to anal value of two. The cumulative mass fraction for all but the most massive S-gals also declinesslowly over the course of the run. For minimally resolved objects, disruption eects cause a 20%loss within the entire volume and a  30% loss for S-gals within the cluster. At the present epoch,the mass fraction in S-gals is 6%, half that in G-gals.
{ 17 {The dark matter halos exhibit a somewhat dierent behavior. Like the G-gals, the number ofminimally resolved objects in the volume grows with time due to the continual collapse of smallperturbations. The number in the most massive bin varies little until the major merger eventwhich assembles the cluster at z ' 0:2. At this point, the number of large dark matter halos inthe cluster declines from four to one (bottom of Figure 11b). The oscillation in the mass fractionassociated with cluster dark matter halos (top panel of Figure 12b) is due to the relaxation of themain cluster after the violent merger event. It is clear that dark halos are not completely destroyedwithin the cluster. At z = 0, there are nearly thirty halos with 32 or more particles inside 2 Mpc,although, as we will see in Section 7, most of them reside quite far from the cluster center.6.2. The mass function of collapsed objectsThe present-day dierential mass functions for G-gals and S-gals within the entire simulatedvolume are displayed in Figure 13. Except at the very massive end, they are quite similar. Bothare moderately well t by the Schechter function which is often used to describe the observedluminosity function of galaxies,(L=L)dL=L =  (L=L) exp (L=L) dL=L: (2)The slope at the low mass end in Figure 13,  '  1:8, is much steeper than the slope at faint endof the observed galaxy luminosity function,  '  1 (Loveday et al. 1992; but compare Marzke etal. 1994). This discrepancy is a well known feature of hierarchical clustering models of the kindassumed here. It has been noted before both in analytic work (White & Rees 1978; White & Frenk1991; Cole 1991) and in numerical simulations (Evrard et al. 1994) and a number of plausibleexplanations have been proposed. These range from the possibility that the observed functionmay be biased low if low surface brightness galaxies are missed or if their total luminositiesare underestimated in magnitude limited catalogues (e.g., Disney and Phillipps 1988, Bothun,Impey & Malin 1991; Ferguson & McGaugh 1995; Dalcanton, Spergel, & Summers 1995) to thesuggestion that galaxies in small halos may form ineciently as a result of strong feedback eects(Larson 1974; Dekel & Silk 1986; Lacey et al. 1993; Kaumann et al. 1993; Cole et al. 1994). Themass function within our cluster is similar to that in the simulation as a whole (see g. 15 below).There is some observational evidence that the faint end of the luminosity function in clusters mayindeed be quite steep (Driver et al. 1994; Biviano et al. 1995; Bernstein 1995).6.3. Environmental BiasesSince the eciencies of galaxy formation and of merging dier in the cluster and in thesimulation as a whole, the ratio of the number of collapsed objects to the amount of dark matteris a function of environment. Let us dene a \number bias" as the ratio of the number of cluster
{ 18 {objects of a given population (Figure 11b) to the number predicted based on statistics for thesimulation as a whole, Nexp = Nvol NDM643 ; (3)where Nvol is the number of objects of a given type found in the entire volume, NDM is the clusterdark mass dened above, and 643 is the number of dark matter particles in the simulation. Themass fraction bias is similarly dened as the ratio of the mass fractions shown in Figures 12b and12a. The growth with time in the bias in the G-gal and S-gal populations is shown in Figure 14.Note that a maximal bias of 643=NDM  3:1 would be achieved if objects of a given type werefound only in the cluster.We caution that the simulation as a whole is certainly not a fair representation of the \eld"population. Radial gradients in the galaxy populations extend outward from the cluster center allthe way to the simualtion boundary. In addition, the apodization required at the boundary aectsuctuations in roughly 20% of the volume. As a result we do not stress the overall magnitude ofthe biases, but rather focus on their qualitative behavior.As may be seen in Figure 14, the S-gals retain a roughly constant bias in both a number- anda mass-weighted sense. This results from the fact that cluster S-gals are not signicantly depletedby tidal stripping or mergers. Notice that the bias they inherit from the G-gals at z = 0:7 ismass-dependent, with the most massive objects found almost exclusively in the protocluster. Onthe other hand, although the G-gals begin with an identical distribution, both their number andtheir mass fraction biases decline signicantly after the merger which assembles the bulk of thecluster. By number, the G-gals in all mass ranges are anti-biased at the nal epoch, much of thechange being caused by mergers within the cluster. The decline in their mass fraction bias resultsfrom mass loss due to viscous stripping inside the cluster and mass gain by cooling and accretionoutside the cluster.The resultant mass functions at z = 0 are displayed in Figure 15. The solid lines showthe actual cluster mass functions while the dashed lines show the expectations derived from theentire volume by renormalizing by the factor NDM=643. Not surprisingly, the dark matter halopopulation in the cluster is dominated by a single large object containing over 80% of the massin halos. Although the heaviest G-gals are only found in the cluster, the number bias is positiveonly for objects with more than  550 particles, corresponding to a baryon mass of 1:6 1011M.The S-gals are the only population which remains positively biased in both number and massweighted senses over all mass ranges resolved. Table 1 lists the masses of the top three objects ofeach type found in the cluster at z = 0. For the dark matter halos, the ratio of the rst to secondranked objects is M1=M2 = 34:1. The G-gals are also top{heavy, but with a much smaller value ofM1=M2 = 3:14. The S-gals are relatively well balanced, with M1=M2 = 1:32.
{ 19 {7. Structure and DynamicsWe have seen that the formation of our simulated cluster proceeds in a disorderly fashion, withmajor mergers occurring even at rather recent epochs. At the present time, the cluster remainsdynamically active; new clumps continue to fall into its outer parts and even the central regionsappear far from equilibrium. We now quantify the dynamical state of the cluster by consideringthe relative distributions of its various components and the extent to which virial equilibrium issatised. We then address the important issue of the accuracy of virial mass estimates.7.1. Spatial Distributions of Dark Matter, Hot Gas and GalaxiesIt should be apparent from our earlier discussion that the nal spatial distributions of thevarious constituents of the cluster | diuse dark matter, hot gas, dark matter halos, G-galsand S-gals | dier in varying degrees. This impression is quantied in Figure 16 which showsthe cumulative mass or number density proles of the various components. The center of thecluster is taken to be at the position of minimum binding energy and the proles are plotted interms of the radius normalized to our ducial cluster value rcl = 2 Mpc. Note that the \virialradius", conventionally dened by the sphere which encompasses a mean overdensity of 180, isrvir = 1:67 Mpc.The dark matter proles from both the gas and star runs are shown in the top panel ofFigure 16; the former is slightly more concentrated due to the inuence of the central, dominantG-gal. The proles bend continuously from the center outwards. The spherically averaged,dierential density prole of the dark matter from the star run is shown in Figure 17. It is well tby the function DM = 1500 r3virr (5r+ rvir)2 ; (4)where  is the mean density of the universe and rvir is the virial radius dened above. This isthe same function that ts the scaled dark matter proles of the clusters in the simulations ofNavarro, Frenk & White (1995), but the present simulation has over 20 times more particles andthus resolves the central regions considerably better. To our resolution limit, there is no evidencefor a central core radius. Instead, the density continues to increase towards the center, roughlyas DM / r 1 (corresponding to M(r) / r2). In the range 0:1<r=rvir<0:4, it attens to anapproximate isothermal form, DM / r 2 and, beyond that, it falls o more steeply, approximatelyas DM / r 2:4. In the inner parts, this behavior is similar to that found by Dubinski & Carlberg(1991).The hot, intracluster gas follows a nearly power-law prole, with slope  2:2, over the entirerange plotted,  0:04 Mpc to 2 Mpc. The prole actually steepens in the center, and the resultingX{ray surface brightness prole resembles that of a cluster with a strong cooling ow. The hot
{ 20 {phase is more extended than the dark matter, with a half mass radius (dened within rcl) nearlya factor 2 larger. The more extended distribution of the hot gas reects transfer of energy fromthe dark matter (Navarro & White 1994; Pearce et al. 1994) and transfer of material to the coldphase. The total baryon fraction is dominated by hot gas in the outer parts of the cluster and bycold, G-gal material in the inner few hundred kiloparsecs. Within 2 Mpc of the cluster center, themean baryon fraction in the gas run is 0.075, i.e. 25% smaller than the global value.The cumulative number distributions of dark matter halos, G- and S-gals in two dierentmass ranges are shown in the bottom two panels of Figure 16. The dark matter halos are the mostextended component, primarily because of the extent of the massive, central halo; in essence, thecluster itself. The S-gals (N  32) are more concentrated than the dark mass in the inner regionsbut, beyond ' 100 kpc, they closely trace the dark matter. The G-gals are highly concentrated,with a half mass radius nearly a factor three smaller than that of the dark matter. Galaxies ofboth types exhibit mass segregation, with more massive objects being more centrally condensed.This is a weaker eect for the S-gals. In the body of the cluster, between  200  700 kpc, theshape of the distribution of S-gals depends only weakly on mass and is approximately unbiasedrelative to the distribution of dark matter. Beyond this region, the abundance of massive S-galsrapidly drops. Outside the inner 150 kpc, the slope of the S-gal number density prole is  2:3,slightly shallower than the proles typically observed for galaxies in real clusters (e.g., Schombert1988).Although the spatial segregation present in the S-gal and G-gal populations is largely amanifestation of dynamical friction (see Section 5) viscous interactions also contribute to masssegregation among the gaseous objects. Such viscous eects are unlikely to be important for realcluster galaxies since their stellar populations typically formed well before cluster collapse. Henceit is encouraging that it is the S-gals rather than the G-gals which are a reasonable match toreal clusters. Many real clusters show some evidence for luminosity segregation in their centralregions (Capelato et al. 1980, Kent & Gunn 1982, Biviano et al. 1992, Sodre et al. 1992, denHartog & Katgert 1995) and new spectrophotometric surveys are beginning to uncover evidencefor luminosity segregation at larger radii (den Hartog & Katgert 1995). In our simulated clustermass segregation among the S-gals is mostly conned to the central regions; beyond a few hundredkiloparsecs their distribution is only weakly dependent on mass.7.2. The Question of Hydrostatic EquilibriumIs the galaxy population close to hydrostatic equilibrium? A simple way to address thisquestion is to examine their distribution in phase space. Figure 18 shows the radial and tangentialvelocities of the G-gals, S-gals, dark matter halos and a subset of randomly chosen dark matterparticles as a function of distance from the cluster center. The gure for the dark matterparticles has the phase wrapped appearance characteristic of systems formed via hierarchicalclustering, with the (approximate) caustic surface of the most recently accreted mass separating
{ 21 {the non{linear portion of the cluster from the outer, quasi{linear infall regime at some radius rnl(Rivolo & Yahil 1983; Bertschinger 1985). The phase-space diagram for the dark matter indicatesthat the value of rnl ' 3 Mpc is somewhat larger than our adopted cluster radius of 2 Mpc. Themean interior density contrast at rnl is 40.The dark halos within rnl are predominantly receding from the cluster center. The lack ofhalos falling in for the second time is due to tidal disruption during the rst pericentric passage. Incontrast, the G-gals within rnl are nearly all moving radially inward. This is another manifestationof the viscous eects discussed earlier. Galaxies are eectively trapped as they fall through thecluster center, and are prevented from moving back out to large radii. The S-gals are the onlypopulation which appears to have little or no net inow or outow within rnl. Their distributionis similar to that of the dark matter, and they appear to be close to hydrostatic equilibrium.7.3. Virial Mass EstimatesDynamical estimates of the masses of rich galaxy clusters, based on the application of thevirial theorem or of the equations of stellar hydrodynamics, yield mass-to-light ratios which aretypically a factor of 3 to 5 smaller than the ratio of the closure density to the (appropriatelyweighted) observed mean luminosity density in galaxies (Geller 1984; The & White 1986; Merritt1987). Proponents of a universe with closure density have long argued that this discrepancy mayreect a bias in the distribution of galaxies towards rich clusters, an idea which was developedformally in the \high peak" model for biased galaxy formation (Davis et al. 1985, Bardeen et al.1986). Partial support for this view was provided by the collisionless simulations of White et al.(1987) and Frenk et al. (1988) which showed explicitly how massive galactic halos in the standardCDM model form preferentially in protocluster regions. Other workers (Barnes 1985; Evrard1987; West & Richstone 1988) pointed out that a further bias could result if dynamical frictionsegregated galaxies from mass within a cluster. Section 5 showed that all these biases are indeedpresent in our simulated cluster. We now explore whether they are strong enough to reconcilevirial estimates of cluster masses with the theoretical prejudice in favour of 
 = 1.For real clusters, masses are commonly estimated using the virial theorem which may bewritten in the form (Heisler & Tremaine 1985):MV T = 3N2G Pi v2p;iPi<j R 1ij ; (5)where vp;i is the line of sight velocity and Rij is the projected separation of a pair of galaxies.Tables 2 and 3 give the mass estimates obtained from this formula using the kinematic data for G-and S-gals within projected radii of 1, 2 and 3 Mpc. Results are given for objects in two separatemass ranges. The quantities gal and DM are one-dimensional velocity dispersions, obtainedby averaging over three orthogonal projections. The masses quoted are also the mean of three
{ 22 {projections, and are given in terms of the true total cluster mass within a sphere of the givenradius.All the virial mass estimates in Tables 2 and 3 underestimate the true mass by an amountwhich depends on the type of object considered. The heavy G-gals give the smallest virial mass( 25% of the true value) and the lighter S-gals give the largest ( 75% of the true value). Theseunderestimates result from a combination of two eects. First, all populations of galaxies are\cooler" than the dark matter. As shown in the sixth column of the tables, the magnitude of this\velocity bias" is similar for all populations, ranging from  30% for the heavier S-gals to  20%for the lighter S-gals. The second contribution comes from the spatial distributions of the tracerpopulations which dier markedly among the dierent types of object. As discussed in Section 7.1,all populations, except the lighter S-gals, are more centrally concentrated than the mass. Theratio of their half-mass radius to the half-mass radius of the dark matter ranges from 0.25 for theheavier G-gals to  1 for the lighter S-gals. Since the virial mass estimate is proportional to R2gal,the velocity bias contributes 20  60% of the factor by which the true mass is underestimated andthe spatial bias contributes the rest.When applied to the galaxies in our simulation, the standard \cluster M/L" argumentunderestimates the mean cosmological density, 
, by a factor which is at least as large as thefactor by which the true cluster mass is underestimated. This is because the mass fraction ingalaxies is also biased high relative to the dark matter in the cluster (see x6.3). For example, themass fractions in lighter and heavier S-gals are biased by factors of 1.5 and 2 respectively, and ifthese are assumed representative of the global values, these populations yield 
-estimates of 0.5and 0.12 respectively. Unfortunately, we cannot determine the global bias in the cluster \light"from our simulation. The region we have modeled is dominated by the cluster and the formationof clumps is suppressed near its apodized edges. These two factors bias our estimates in oppositedirections, and the extent to which they cancel out cannot be determined from our calculationalone. Still, our S-gal results suggest that the `M/L argument" applied to clusters in an 
 = 1universe may yield misleadingly low estimates of 
. For the G-gal population and for the galaxytracers used in earlier work (Carlberg & Couchman 1989, Katz et al. 1992; Evrard et al. 1994), asimilar bias could be blamed on unrealistically strong viscous interactions, but these have no eecton the distribution of our S-gals. 8. DiscussionThe dierences of behavior which we nd among our three simulations are a graphicillustration of how relatively small changes in the numerical approach adopted to study galaxy andcluster formation can lead to large quantitative and qualitative changes in the results. The failureof our original experiment to produce a signicant number of galaxies demonstrates that, nearthe dynamic range limit of a gas dynamics code, lack of resolution can signicantly reduce theability of gas clumps to cool and so to make \galaxies"; a relatively modest enhancement of the
{ 23 {cooling rate increased the number of dense clumps at the nal time by two orders of magnitude.While the amount of cold dense material in \galaxies" appears much more plausible in this secondgas simulation, it is possible that resolution eects are still causing a major underestimate of theamount of cold dense gas. Evrard et al. (1994) came to a similar conclusion when comparing thecold gas fraction in their own experiment with the much smaller values found in simulations carriedout with grid-based hydrodynamics techniques and lower resolution SPH models. Analytic modelsfor galaxy and cluster formation are not, of course, subject to such resolution limitations, and ithas long seemed clear that radiative or hydrodynamical heating of pregalactic gas is required toprevent almost all of it from cooling, and so to explain the large amount of diuse gas observed ingalaxy clusters (White & Rees 1978; Cole 1991; White & Frenk 1991; Blanchard, Valls{Gabaud &Mamon 1992; Kaumann et al. 1993; Cole et al. 1994).Once gas is able to cool and to settle into dense clumps, then all experiments agree that atmost a small fraction of it is ever reheated or dispersed into the dilute phase by the disruptiveeects of later gravitational and hydrodynamical evolution. The high densities attained (which aresimilar to the observed densities of real galaxies) are sucient to protect the clumps against tidalor ram pressure stripping. This conrms both the original conjecture of White & Rees (1978) andthe earlier numerical results of Carlberg (1991), Hernquist et al. (1992), Evrard et al. (1994) andKatz et al. (1992). Dissipative eects do indeed solve the overmerging problem and allow galaxiesto survive the consolidation of their dark halos into a single monolithic cluster halo.Unfortunately, while all our simulations agree that galaxy disruption is relatively unimportant,they give very dierent predictions for the strength of frictional drag on galaxy orbits and for theamount of galaxy merging. The latter processes are both much stronger in a simulation wheregalaxies remain gaseous than in one where they are turned into stars. Viscous drag aects gaseous\galaxies" only in the central regions of the cluster, and their tendency to merge after a closeencounter or collision is much greater than that for stellar galaxies of the same size and mass.These eects cause the galaxies in our \gas" simulation to merge rapidly into the central dominantobject, and they lead to a nal galaxy population which has little resemblance to that seen in mostreal clusters. It remains possible that, for the minority of clusters which do harbour dominantgalaxies containing a large fraction of the total cluster light, mergers of gas{rich progenitors mayhave played an important role.By comparison, the evolution of the galaxy population after z = 0:7 in our \star" simulation ismuch milder, and the nal system appears a much better model for real systems. It is neverthelessimportant to remember that at z > 0:7 the galaxies are 100% gaseous in this simulation also; theirmass function and their spatial distribution may therefore already have been signicantly aectedby the articial eects we have just discussed.It is also possible that the nal state of the \star" simulation is determined primarily bydynamical eects occurring after z = 0:7 (since this period encompasses the main collapse of thecluster) and that these eects are treated relatively accurately in the model. The galaxies in thismodel appear to be approximately in equilibrium in the central regions by z = 0, even though
{ 24 {the crossing time in the cluster is comparable to its dynamical age. Their density distributionis more centrally concentrated than that of the dark matter and, beyond the inner 150 kpc, theprole of the lighter galaxies is quite similar to the proles observed in real clusters. The stellar\galaxies" exhibit a mild velocity bias and a small amount of segregation by mass. Both theseproperties are primarily the outcome of dynamical friction. Thus, our simulations lead us toexpect some degree of luminosity segregation in real clusters. This is a dicult to measure, butlarge spectrophotometric surveys are beginning to show convincing evidence for it (Sodre et al.1992, Biviano et al. 1992, den Hartog and Katgert 1995).Applying the virial theorem to the \stellar galaxies" in our simulation leads to anunderestimate of the cluster mass which can be quite signicant if only the most massive galaxiesare used. A further bias is present because more galaxies form per unit mass in the cluster thanoutside it. Although the strength of this eect cannot be measured accurately in our simulations,it contradicts the common assumption that the mass-to-light ratio of clusters can be identiedwith the universal value. Thus, a standard M=L analysis of our simulation returns an estimate of
 in the range 0.1 to 0.5, even though the true value is unity.In many respects our simulated cluster appears a plausible match to real clusters. Its bulkX-ray properties are quite similar to those observed, conrming and extending previous resultsfrom models in which the IGM was treated as a nonradiative gas. The inclusion of cooling andan admittedly oversimplied prescription for turning cold gas into stars produces a population ofgalaxies which has many similarities to observed populations. Although the treatment of galaxyformation still needs much improvement, these successes are encouraging and suggest that aviable model for the formation of galaxy clusters is indeed attainable within hierarchical clusteringtheories such as the one explored in this paper.This work was supported by a NATO Collaborative Research Grant and by PPARC (CSFand SDMW), NASA grant NAGW{2367 (AEE) and grant of supercomputer time at the SanDiego Supercomputer Center sponsored by NSF. The hospitality of the Aspen Center for Physics,where this paper was begun, and the Institute for Theoretical Physics at UC, Santa Barbara,where this paper was 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{ 25 {Table 1 :Largest Cluster MembersType M1 M2 M3DM halos 14988 440 223G{gals 5062 1612 664S{gals 728 552 500Table 2 : Cluster mass estimates using G{galsNp rcut Ngal gal rh gal=DM MV T=Mtrue(< rcut)(Mpc) (km s 1) (kpc)1.0 23 447 152 0:82 0:4132 2.0 31 457 240 0:84 0:443.0 42 451 392 0:83 0:561.0 9 451 95 0:83 0:27128 2.0 10 469 117 0:86 0:233.0 11 465 141 0:86 0:22Table 3 : Cluster mass estimates using S{galsNp rcut Ngal gal rh gal=DM MV T=Mtrue(< rcut)(Mpc) (km s 1) (kpc)1.0 35 467 275 0:86 0:7232 2.0 59 450 474 0:83 0:763.0 77 431 661 0:79 0:791.0 13 371 161 0:68 0:28128 2.0 15 374 203 0:69 0:243.0 16 368 228 0:68 0:20
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{ 29 {Figure CaptionsFigure 1. The distribution of a random subset of dark matter particles (left) and gas particles(right) at redshifts z = 2 (top), z = 0:7 (middle), and z = 0 (bottom) located in a comovingsquare slice half the size of the simulation volume. The slice thickness is 2:25 (physical) Mpc.Figure 2. Evolution of the cluster components: (a) dark matter; (b) hot gas; (c) cold gas; (d)G{gals; (e) S{gals; and (f) dark matter halos. The dierent panels show the position of thoseparticles which, at z = 0, are contained within a sphere of radius 2 Mpc centered on the cluster.Redshifts are labelled on each panel. A random subset of particles is shown for each component.The denition and properties of the dark matter halos are discussed in Section 6.Figure 3. Grey scale maps of, from left to right, the projected dark matter density, projectedbaryon density, emission weighted temperature and ROSAT X-ray surface brightness. Themaps are generated by placing the cluster at an eective redshift of 0:03 (180 Mpc) from thehypothetical observer. The angular size of the region is 640 and the angular resolution is aminumum of 0:50. From top to bottom, the epochs shown correspond to redshifts z = 0:7; 0:3:0:1and 0:03, respectively. The spacing between light or dark bands is approximately a factor of twoexcept for the temperature maps where the spacing is  25%.Figure 4. Orbits of (a) G{gals and (b) S{gals originally identied at z = 0:7 which end up in thecluster at the nal epoch. The dots mark the positions, in comoving coordinates, of the centreof mass of the particles belonging to a particular object at z = 0:7 at intervals of 108 yr. Thecross marks the position of the centre of the cluster at z = 0. The sixteen most massive objectsat z = 0:7 are shown, with the mass rank in brackets. Note the extreme dierences in orbits forobjects in the bottom two rows.Figure 5. Comparison of the orbital properties of G{ and S{gals shown in Figure 4. The panelsshow the distance between the selected object and the position of the most massive G{gal (whichtracks the position of maximum baryon density in the gas run), as a function of time. G{gals andS{gals track each other fairly well until their rst pericentric passage.Figure 6. Merger histories of the most massive G{gal (left) and S{gal (right) identied at thenal epoch. Merging is more extreme in the gas dynamic treatment.Figure 7. \Optical" appearance of the nal cluster G{gals (left) and S{gals (right) . A circle isplotted at the projected position of each galaxy, with radius proportional to the square root of itsmass. The same scaling is used for both panels, with the smallest circles representing objects of32 particles.Figure 8. Cumulative binding energy distributions for dark matter particles, S{gals and G{galsat redshifts (from right to left) z = 0:7, 0:3, 0:1 and 0. Only material found to be within 2 Mpc ofthe cluster center at the nal time is used.Figure 9. Binding energies of a randomly selected subset of cluster dark matter particles atz = 0 and 0:3 compared to z = 0:7. The isodensity contours tracing the distribution are used inFigure 10.Figure 10. Binding energies of the particles in the cluster G{gals and S{gals at z = 0 and 0:3
{ 30 {compared to z = 0:7. All the particles plotted belonged to a "galaxy" at z = 0 and at the tworedshifts shown. The contours represent the dark matter distribution from Figure 9.Figure 11. (a) Number of objects in the simulated volume as a function of redshift for dierentmass cuts. The solid lines are for G{gals, dotted lines are for S{gals and dashed lines for darkmatter halos. (b) Number of objects identied using only particles which end up within 2 Mpc ofthe cluster center at the nal epoch. Line types are as in (a).Figure 12. Cumulative mass fractions in dark halos, G-gals and S-gals. Each panel shows objectsof a given type, with the line styles indicating dierent mass ranges: Np  32 (solid); Np  128(dashed) and Np  512 (dotted). (a) Entire volume. (b) Cluster material.Figure 13. Dierential mass functions of galaxies in the entire volume. The best tting Schechterfunctions are shown for the G-gals (solid) and S-gals (dashed).Figure 14. Measures of the bias in the G{ and S{gals : (a) number weighted and (b) massfraction weighted. Line styles are for dierent mass ranges as in Figure 12. The initial bias in theG{gals is largely lost during the violent mergers which occur after z = 0:3. The S{gals preservetheir bias.Figure 15. Cumulative multiplicity functions of objects in the cluster (solid lines) compared topredictions based on data from the entire volume. The S{gals are the only population which isoverrepresented (`positively biased') within the cluster in both number and mass weighted senses.Figure 16. Normalized cumulative proles in the nal cluster. The top panel shows the darkmatter mass prole in the star run (bold) and gas run (light solid) as well as the enclosed totalbaryon (dotted) and hot gas (dot{dashed) mass proles. The middle and lower panels show thenormalized enclosed number proles, for two mass ranges, for the G{gals (solid), S{gals (dotted)and dark matter halos (dashed) compared with the enclosed mass prole of the dark matter fromthe star run.Figure 17. Dierential density prole of the dark matter in the cluster. The solid line shows theprole in the star run and the dashed line shows the tting formula from Navarro, Frenk & White(1994), equation (4).Figure 18. Phase space diagrams for (a subset of) dark matter particles, dark matter halos,G{gals and S{gals. The radial (left) and tangential (right) components of the velocity are plottedagainst radius from the cluster center at the nal time. Circles represent massive objects withNp  128 while dots represent objects with 32  Np < 128. Most dark matter halos in thenon{linear regime (r<3 Mpc) are outowing, while the G{gals in this regime are typically owinginward. S{gals are the only population with an approximately hydrostatic signature.
